
VALUE OF PAPER & PRINT

INNOVATION

People remember what they feel and see more than what they just hear. Not only do you 
gain an advantage by putting something tangible into the hands of customers, but a unique 
design will make that item more memorable (Bigelow and Poremba, 2014). Here are some 
campaigns that are the result of thinking outside of the box and utilising the rapidly 
advancements in paper and print technologies.

> Bulk Cat Littler Warehouse send out flyers that were  
 covered in concentrated catnip. When the flyers came  
 through the door, the cat of the house would start playing  
 with it, bringing attention of the ad to the owner. There  
 was a huge spike in both customer counts and sales, with  
 many people mentioning that they came in specifically  
 because of the flyers.

> Microsoft placed a Wi-Fi enabled print advertisement  
 in a special edition of Forbes to promote its Office 365  
 software, providing free internet to those who kept the  
 magazine with them. Once activated, the router embedded  
 within the pages provided users with 15 days of free  
 internet. 

> The August edition of Novum magazine featured an image  
 of a male’s body, and with the use of photochromic ink, his  
 body turned red when placed in direct sunlight. The cover  
 was to remind readers to be sun smart. 

> Brazil Neutrogena created a magazine cover that would  
 allow its readers to test its product in a very hands on  
 manner. The front cover showed the face of a celebrity in  
 makeup which could be wiped off the specially printed  
 image using the free sample of Neutrogena Deep Clean  
 wet-wipes. The uniqueness of the campaign generated  
 a lot of PR with hundreds of articles written about the  
 advert, ensuring a reach far greater than the initial 25,000  
 magazine readers.

FAST  
FACTS

Consumers are wired to

INTERACT WITH PAPER

like no other
MEDIUM

- Jennifer Miller, Sappi

To find out more about the value of paper and print, download our white paper at kwikkopy.com.au/vopp, or 
contact your local centre.
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